Tysons Route 7 & 123 Intersection Options Screening

May 30, 2019
Next Steps

• Achieve consensus amongst County Departments and VDOT
• Conduct Briefings: District Supervisors, Chairman, Planning Commissioners
• Outreach to Stakeholders
• Select preferred alternative
• Complete conceptual design
Route 7 and Route 123: CFI With Proposed Grid Of Streets

County of Fairfax, Virginia
County of Fairfax, Virginia

Route 7 and Route 123: Two Quadrant With Proposed Grid Of Streets

Agenda Item #2
TYSONS RT 7 & 123 INTERSECTION
DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES - TWO QUAD
TYSONS RT 7 & 123 INTERSECTION
TWO QUAD

Department of Transportation
TYSONS RT 7 & 123 INTERSECTION
PRECEDENTS - TWO QUAD

Preliminary Design Concepts
March 3, 2019
TYSONS RT 7 & 123 INTERSECTION
PRECEDENTS - CFI (CONCEPT 1)
TYSONS RT 7 & 123 INTERSECTION
CFI - CONCEPT 2
TYSONS RT 7 & 123 INTERSECTION
PRECEDEeNTS - CFI (CONCEPT 2)
Study Schedule

- Traffic Analysis and Initial Options – Ongoing
- Stakeholder Involvement – Fall 2019
- Identify Proposed Alternative – Spring 2020
- Identify Funding – Fall Onwards
- Implement Vision – Estimated 2030